Abstract. This paper shows how to obtain from estimates on linear problems error bounds in various norms for the approximation of nonlinear problems. The theory developed in this paper is applied to finite element methods for approximating the problem -Am = \e" and the Navier-Stokes equations.
1. Introduction. The aim of this paper is to present an abstract theory to obtain error estimates in various norms for the approximation of solution branches of nonlinear equations with the aid of known estimates for corresponding linear problems. We give a general analysis similar to that of Brezzi-Rappaz-Raviart [2] and apply it to the study of the convergence of finite element methods for nonlinear elliptic problems. Our analysis applies to regular points and simple limit points but not to bifurcation points.
In order to illustrate our results, we consider the following model problem. Let ß be a bounded convex domain in R2 with sufficiently smooth boundary 3ß. We are interested in approximating the solution of the boundary value problem (1.1) -Au = Xe" inß, u = 0 on 9Í2, where X is a real parameter. It is well-known (see Amann [1] , for instance) that there exists a maximum value X* of the parameter X such that Problem (1.1) has at least one solution u e H¿(Si) n L°°(fi); moreover, there exists a unique solution u* e Hx(Sl) n L°°(fl) of (1.1) for X = X*, and (u*, X*) is a turning point.
In order to parametrize the solution branch of Problem (1.1) which passes through (u*, X*), a new variable r and a normalization equation are introduced as in Keller [8] . To this end we take a nontrivial function <p* e //¿(ß) such that (1.2) -A<p* = A*e"V inn, and we choose a continuous linear functional qp on L2(fi) with m(m*) # 0. Then there exist r0 > 0 and a unique continuous mapping t e (-r0, r0) -» (u(t), X(t)) e (Hx(tt) n L°°(ß)) X R such that for \t\ < t0:
-Au(t) = X(t)e»" infi, K'} <p(u(t)-u*) = t, u(0) = u*, X(0) = X*.
In order to compute an approximation of T = {(u(t), X(t)): \t\ < r0}, we consider a finite element method for discretizing Problem (1.1). Let Vh be the finite element subspace of H¿(&) n L°°(ß) of piecewise linear polynomials with respect to a triangulation of ß with mesh size h > 0. For the sake of simplicity we assume here that ß is a polygonal domain; in the case of a curved boundary 3ß we use an appropriate modification of the functions of Vh in the boundary triangles. An approximation (uh, X) g Vh X R of solutions of (1.1) is defined by (1.4) D(uh,vh) = X(e»»,vh)0 forall^GK,,
where D(-,-) and (•,• )0 denote the Dirichlet integral and the L2(ß)-scalar product, respectively. Using the general results of Brezzi-Rappaz-Raviart [2] , it is possible to prove that for h < h0 and e > 0 small enough, there exists a unique continuous mapping r g (-r0, r0) -* (uh(t), Xh(t)) g Vh X R such that for \t\ < r0:
Moreover, error estimates for \X(t) -Xh(t)\ and \\u(t) -uh(t)\\Hi(a) are obtained; but by using this theory it is not possible to get optimal error estimates for u(t) -uh(t) in the L2-norm or the L°°-norm, for example. In Section 2 we give an abstract setting which permits us to obtain error estimates in various norms for the approximation of the solutions of nonlinear equations. In order to justify our formalism we return to the above example by setting V = //¿(ß) n L°°(ß), W = L2(ß). If T and Th are continuous linear operators from W into V defined, for/ g W, by 7/= m g F if D(u,v) = (/, t))0 for allí; g V, and T"f=uhe Vh if D(uh,vh) = (f,vh)0for aAvh& Vh, if G: V X R -* W is the nonlinear mapping given by G(u, X) = -Xe", then Problems (1.1) and (1.4) are, respectively, equivalent in finding pairs (u, X) and (uh, X) in KXR such that
We remark that if (uh, X) g V X R is a solution of (1.7), then uh belongs to the range of Th and we have uh g Vh. Result (1.5) is a direct consequence of the work of Brezzi-Rappaz-Raviart [2] and of the fact that limA_0||r-Th\\se(WV) = 0. Moreover, we have the error estimate (1.8) ¡Mr) -Xh(t)\ + \\u(t) -ii»(0||k< C\\Fh(X(t), u(t))\\v, with C independent of h < h0 and \t\ < r0, which leads to an optimal error estimate \\u(t) -M/,(i)||//'(n) < Ch. If we want to obtain optimal L2-error estimates from the same theory, we would like to set Problems (1.6), (1.7) in H X R instead of V X R, with H = L2(ß); unfortunately we cannot define G on H X R, and, in Section 2, we develop an abstract setting for replacing V by H in the error estimate (1.8).
In Section 3 we apply this theory to the above example and prove quasi-optimal L2-and L00-estimates for the conforming as well as for a mixed finite element method. Section 4 is devoted to the conforming finite element method for the Navier-Stokes problem, using the "stream-function formulation" with optimal error estimates in the i/^norm. Denoting by F'(u, X) g Xiy X R, V), by DuF(u, X) g S£(V, V), and by DxF(u, X) g áC(R, V), respectively, the total derivative of F at (u, X) and the partial derivatives of F with respect to u and X, we remark that Hypothesis (2.4) implies that DuF(u, X) is a Fredholm operator of index 0 and, consequently, that F'(u, X) is a Fredholm operator of index 1. We next suppose either that DuF(u0, X0) is an isomorphism from F into itself, or that DuF(u0, X0) has a kernel of dimension 1 and Dx(u0, X0) does not belong to the range of DuF(u0, X0); in the first case, (u0, X0) is a "regular point"; in the second case, (u0, X0) is a "simple limit point". This assumption can be written simply as (2.6) (d) Range F'(u0, X0) = V.
Abstract Error
The following result can be found in Descloux-Rappaz [4] .
Theorem 2.1. Under Hypotheses (2.1)-(2.6), there exist h0 > 0 and a neighborhood of (u0, X0) G K X R such that, for h < h0, and in this neighborhood, each of the equations F(u, X) = 0 and Fh(u, X) = 0 possesses a unique branch of solutions. These branches can be parametrized as (u(t), X(t)), (uh(t), Xh(t)), \t\ < r0, r0 > 0, with the following properties :
(a) (u(t),X(t)) and (uh(t),Xh(t)) are of class C"; (u(0), X(0)) = («0, X0);
u'(0) * 0;
(ß) lim^ftsuPjtK,o{||«<*>(0 -<k)(t)\\v + |A(/t)(0 -a(^(OI) = 0, 0 < k < p -1, where u<-k\ X(/r>,... are the kth derivatives ofu,X,... with respect to t; (y) there exists a constant C such that, for \t\ < r0, h < h0, 0 < k ^ p -1, we have
The purpose of this section is to derive error estimates for uik)(t) -uhk)(t) in a norm different from || ■ \\v. Let H be a Banach space for which we suppose (e) V c H with continuous injection; (2.7) (f) there exists a constant C such that along the solution branch of the exact problem (u(t), X(t)) defined by Theorem 2.1, we have
for |r| < r0,1 < k < p -1,1 < / < k, and for all vx,... ,v, g V.
Our main abstract result is contained in the following Theorem 2.2. We assume that Hypotheses (2.1)-(2.8) are satisfied. Then, for the exact and the approximate branches of solutions defined by Theorem 2.1, there exist constants t0, h0, and C andparametrizations (u(t), X(t)), (uh(t), Xh(t)), such that, for 0 < k < p -2, \t\ < r0, h < h0, we have
\l, D Remark 2.1. In Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, the parametrizations of the exact (respectively, of the approximate) solution branch are not necessarily identical; however, in the proofs we shall show that it is possible to choose the same ones.
Remark 2.2. In general, Theorem 2.2 gives better bounds for \X(k)(t) -X(^(t)\ than Theorem 2.1 does.
Remark 2.3. In many examples, Hypothesis (2.8) will be verified by using regularity properties of the solutions of the exact problem.
Remark 2.4. Hypotheses (2.4) and (2.5) can be weakened by using results of Descloux-Rappaz [4] . We first prove the following auxiliary result. We suppose that A is an isomorphism. Then B is an isomorphism and \\B-x\\<\+(\+\\R\\)(l+\\S\\ + \\a\\)\\A-x\\.
Proof. We only verify the surjectivity of B. Let g g W, y g R be given; setting (v, X) = A~x(Rg, y), w = g -Xa -Sv, if follows that B(w, X) = (g, y). From the expressions of w and X, one deduces easily the bound for ||fi_1||. □
In the following, we shall suppose that Hypotheses (2.3)-(2.8) are satisfied. By (2.6), since F'(u0, X0) is a Fredholm operator of index 1, it follows that the kernel of F'(u0,X0) has dimension 1. Let (z,w)gKxR be a non vanishing element of the kernel of F'(u0, X0). By (2.7) and the Hahn-Banach theorem, there exist <p G SC(H, R) and a g R such that (2.9) <p(z)+ow#0.
Let us define the mappings F:FxRxR-»FxR and ^IfxRxR-» WxR
Furthermore, we set w0 = -G(u0, X0) and notice that, by (2. FxRand^: JfxRxR W X R by the right-hand members of (2.10) and (2.11) when T is replaced by Th. By (2.5) there exists a neighborhood y of (u0, X0,0) G V X R X R and a neighborhood tT" of (w0, Xo,0) g H/ x R X R such that, for 0 < k < p -1, limA^0 J^(/c) = J*"(A) uniformly in "T and lim^o^*0 = ^<*> uniformly in W. By the classical implicit function theorem applied to J5" and ^ and by its special version given in Brezzi-Rappaz-Raviart [2] applied to J^ and &h, we obtain Lemma 2.2. (a) There exist positive constants r0, h0, and C0, and for \t\ < r0, h < /i0 there exist unique elements (u(t), X(t)) G V X R, (w(r), p(r)) G W X R, («A(0. MO) g F X R, (wh(t), nh(t)) £ WXR such that
moreover, all functions u(t), X(t), w(t), p(0»-• -a^ Cp-mappings.
(ß) For O^k^p -Iwe Aaue
(y) There exists a constant C such that, for 0 < k < p -1, |r| < t0, and h < h0, we have Note that, in Lemma 2.2, r is a pseudo-arclength parameter, as in Keller [8] . Clearly Theorem 2.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.2, and we now proceed to the Proof of Theorem 2.2. We remark that &(-G(u(t), X(t)), X(t), t) = 0 and &h(-G(uh(t), Xh(t)), Xh(t), r) = 0 for |r| < r0; by the uniqueness of the quantities u(t), X(t),... in Lemma 2.2, we deduce the following key relations:
(2.12)
'w(t) = -G(u(t),X(t)), u(t)=Tw(t), MO = -Gh(uh(t), Xh(t)), uh(t) = Thwh(t), >(0 = MO,MO = MO forl'l < l^h < V
In the following, C will denote a generic constant. Since G is a map of class C, we can assume, without loss of generality, that for \t\ < r0, h < h0, (Tw(t), X(t)) = (u(t), X(t)), and (Thw(t), X(t)) belong to a convex neighborhood fc V X R of (u0, X0) for which we have Since ^(w(t), ¡i(t), t) = 0, we obtain, by Lemma 2.2 and (2.12) for 0 < k < p -1, by (2.12) we have Fh(u(t), X(t)) = (T -Th)w(t); consequently, by (2.14) and (2.15), the proof of Theorem 2.2 will be completed if we establish that, for 0 < k < p -2, |r| < r0, and h < h0, we have
For the sake of simplicity, we verify (2.16) only for k = 0 and k = Í. We shall use the notations V= V X R, H = H X R, G(v) = G(v, X) for v = (v, X) e. V, and we set u(t) = (u(t), X(t)) = (Tw(t), X(t)), vh(t) = (Thw(t), X(t)). We will show that the abstract results can be applied in the context of approximation of branches of solutions of (3.1) by conforming and nonconforming finite element methods. First we will consider the case of conforming finite elements. We use the standard notation of Sobolev spaces Hx(ü), Hm(ti), Wm-p(ti),... and set V:= //¿(ß) n Lx(Sl\ W := L2(ß). A weak formulation of (3.1) is Find(«, X) g Fx Rwith Here C denotes numerical constants which are independent of/and h. For proofs of (3.4) and (3.6) we refer to Nitsche [10] , [11] . Estimate (3.5) follows from (3.4) and inverse estimates. An immediate consequence of (3.4) and (3.5) is (3.7) \\T-Th\\^y)^Ch.
The Galerkin problem to approximate the solution of (3.3) is formulated as follows:
Find(«A, X)g VX Rwith Assume (u0, X0) G V X R fulfills (2.3) and (2.6). First of all, by Theorem 2.1, we have: For |r| < r0, h < h0, there exist branches (u(t), X(t)), (uh(t), Xh(t)) of solutions of (3.3) and (3.8), respectively, with (u(0), X(0)) = (u0, X0) such that, for k g N, The proof of (3.9) is an immediate consequence of (3.7) and the fact that G is of class C00. Applying Theorem 2.2, we get Theorem 3.1. For the branches (u(t), X(t)), (uh(t), Xh(t)) as above, the estimate 4) and (3.6). D Next we will apply a mixed finite element method to get approximations of a branch of solutions of Problem (3.1). In this case we set V := L°°(ß) X L2(ß)2 and W := L2(ß). Furthermore, let //(div; ß) be the subspace of those elements z g L2(ß)2 with divz g L2(ß). Using these notations, another weak formulation of (3.1) is:
Find ((«!, u2), X) g V X R with
-(div u2, w)0 = X(e\ w)0 for all w g L2(ß), where ( ■, • )0 denotes the scalar product in L2(ß) as well as in L2(ß)2.
In this case the operator T: W -» V is defined as follows. For / g W denote by u = (ux, u2) g L2(ß) X //(div; ß) the solution of -(M,,divz)0 = (u2, z)0 for allz g //(div; ß), -(div u2, w)0 = (/, w)0 for all w g L2(ß).
Using shift theorems and Sobolev's imbedding theorem, we get Tf = u g V.
Further, let G: V X R -> Wbe given by G(u, X) := -Xe"K Then Problem (3.13) is equivalent to:
Find(«, X)G VX Rwith (3.14)
F(u,X):=u+ TG(u,X) = 0.
To determine approximations of the solution of (3.14) by a mixed finite element method, we use the subspaces introduced by Raviart-Thomas [12] . With respect to a quasi-uniform triangulation of ß with mesh size h > 0, we denote by Sh the space of piecewise linear functions without any boundary conditions on 8ß or continuity requirements across interelement boundaries. Hh are subspaces of //(div; ß) which consist of pairs f = (f,, f2) such that $x and f2 are special polynomials of degree 2. We set Vh :-Sh X Hh; the operator Th: W -* Vh is defined by Thf = uh = (uxh, u2h)
The following estimates for u = Tf and wA = Thfart known:
For a proof of (3.15) see Raviart-Thomas [12] , Scholz [13] ; (3.16) follows from (3.15) and inverse estimates. A direct consequence of (3.15) and (3.16) is (3.17) llr-rJ^^CA.
The Galerkin problem corresponding to (3.14) is defined by
If (2.3) and (2.6) are satisfied, for |r| < t0, A < A0, A: g TV, according to Theorem 2.1 there exist branches ((ux(t), u2(t)), X(r)) and ((ux h(t), u2h(t)), Xh(t)) with
where Ck is independent of r and A.
To get a better order of convergence for the approximation of ux in the L2(ß)-norm, we need Lemma 3.1. Let f g W be given and set u = (ux, u2) = Tf and uh = (ux h, u2h) = Thf. Then the estimate together with (4.13) we get (4.12). D Now let (t//0, X0) be a solution of (4.5) such that (2.3) and (2.6) hold, and let (i'(t), X(t)) and (^¿(f), Xh(t)) be branches of solutions of (4.5) and (4.7), respectively, according to Theorem 2.1. For simplicity we assume g g H~x(£l), i.e., »KO G #o2W n #3(ß)-Then we get 
